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I. INTRODLCTION 
This paper is devoted to the study of the effect of the delays on the 
asymptotic behavior of the solutions of linear retarded and neutral differen- 
tial difference equations. A special case of the retarded equations con- 
sidered is 
f(r)=A,x(r)+ i AkX(f-rk) (1.1) 
k=, 
where x E R”, each Al, is an n x n matrix and each rk > 0, k = 1, 2 ,..., N. It is 
known that the asymptotic behavior of the solutions is determined from 
the solutions of the characteristic equation, 
AI- A,- i A,e i’x 
I 
= 0. (1.2) 
k=l 
Let a(r, A) be the supremum of the real parts of the A satisfying (1.2). It is 
well known that u(r, A) ~0 implies the zero solution of (1.1) is uniformly 
asymptotically stable (see, for example, [4]). 
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Because the supremum a(r, A) is attained at some specific value of i 
satisfying ( 1.2) and the function ,/‘(j.. r, A ) is continuous in I’, A, it follows 
that (TO., ,4) is continuous in r, .4. Therefore, the property of being 
asymptotically stable at some point r’), A” is preserved under small pcrtur- 
bations in r. A from r”. .4”. 
Our primary objective is to give conditions on the coefficients A in ( I. 1) 
which will ensure that Eq. ( 1.1) is asymptotically stable for all delays 
r = (r, . . . . . r,,) with rL > 0. X- = 1. 2 ,..., h;: that is, we want to characterize 
those values of .4 such that a(r, ,4) < 0 for all I’,! > 0, k = I. 2 . . . . . X. Some 
aspects of this problem have been previously discussed by Zivotovskii [7], 
Datko [3]. Repin [S], Silkowskii [6]. and Cooke and Ferreira [2]. 
If we call the set of such A the stab/~ conr S for (1.1 ), then one of our 
results states that A E 5’ if and only if 
!i) dct X.,‘.,, A, #O 
(ii) det[ijs-A,,-xc , A,.Y;.....Y;\]#~ for all JEW, r#O, 
s, l C‘, Ix,1 = I . j = I, 2 ,.... ,V. 
These conditions also imply that the spectrum of x,“=,, A, and the spec- 
trum of A,, lie in the left half plane. 
If Eq. (1.1 ) is a scalar equation, then the above conditions for A to be in 
S simplify to &- ,) A, < 0, I>.= , : A, I 6 I A,,I. This latter result was obtained 
by Zivotovskii [7]. 
In the applications, it is not always true that the delays rp vary indepen- 
dently of each other. For example, with three delays, r,, rz, r3, one may 
have r, = .Y,. r2 = .v?, r3 = s, +.sz for some positive numbers s,, .s2. In this 
case, the stable cone can be larger than the one obtained before. We also 
give a characterization of the stable cone in this case. 
Finally, the results are extended to the much more complicated case of a 
neutral differential difference equation 
g -v(f)- % Bk.U(l-rk) =A,+ i Ak.y(t-r,). 
h-l k-l 
The basic difficulty here arises from the fact that the asymptotic behavior 
of the solutions of the difference equation 
n-(r)- i B,x(I-rk)=O 
k-1 
depends in a very complicated way upon the delays rk. The results for thi$ 
case are contained in Section 5 and rely heavily upon Avellar and 
Hale [I]. 
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2. GENERAL RESULTS FOR RETARDED EQUATIONS 
Suppose [w + = [0,x), R=(-x, x), r=(r ,,..., rM)E(lR+)‘w, yli= 
(jlk,-9 ;qk.M), ykl >,o integers, jlk # 0. yk’ r= x;y, ;)k,r,, k = 1, 2 ,..., N, 
j= I, 2 . . . . . M. and consider the retarded differential difference equation 
.t(l)=A,,.r(r)+ i Ak.v(/-;-k.r) 
I I 
(2.1) 
where .Y E [w” and each A,, k = 0, l,..., N, is an n x n real constant matrix. 
The characteristic function for Eq. (2.1 ) is 
id-A,,- i AkemiYA r 
h-l 1 (2.2) 
where A = (A,, A , ,..., A,v) E Rn’f~V + I ). 
DEFINITION 2.1. System (2.1) is said to be hyperhofic at (r, A) if 
f(i., r, A) = 0 implies Re J. # 0. System (2.1) is said to be a.symptoticaffy 
srable ut (r, A) if,f(j., r, A) = 0 implies Re i. < 0. 
The delays in Eq. (2.1) are the constants yk. r, k = 1, 2 ,..., N. They are not 
independent and are determined by the vector r = (r, ,..., rM) E (64 + )‘+‘. For 
example, ifM=2, N=3, r=(r,,r2), y,=(l,O), rz=(O, l), ~~=(l, I), then 
the delays are r,, rz, r, + rz. 
Our objective is to determine conditions on the coefficients A in ( 1.1) to 
ensure stability (or hyperbolicity) for ail values of r E (R + )“. This means, 
in particular, that, for a given r”, we must have stability (or hyperbolicity) 
for all w” with a > 0. By letting r + rf in (1.1 ), this means that, if A0 
ensures stability (or hyperbolicity) for all r E ([w + )“, then aAo also ensures 
this for every a > 0; that is, the set of such A’s is a cone. We formalize these 
ideas in the folowing 
DEFINITION 2.2. For a given r E (R + )“‘, the ray 7, through r is the set 
(w E (R’ + )“: r > 01. For a given roe (R + )“, the hyperbolic cone al r”, 
designated by H,,,, is defined by 
H,II= {AE[W”+v+‘): Eq. (2.1) is hyperbolic at (r, A) for every r E ~,a}. 
The hyperbolic cone H is defined by 
I-I = n ( H, : r E ( R T ) M ). 
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For a given Y” E (lR + ),‘I. the asymptotically srahl~~ cone at r”, designated by 
S,,‘, is defined by 
S,.,] = (A E [W- ’ ‘1: Eq. (2.1 ) is asymptotically 
stable at (r, A) for every r E Y,.~~). 
The uynptotic~all~~ .srahlt cone S is defined by 
In the following, the notation Re i,(.4) for a matrix A designates the set 
consisting of the real parts of the eigenvalues of A. As a preliminary for the 
classification of H,, S,., we have the following elementary result, a form of 
which was proved by Datko [3]. 
THEOREM 2.3. .4 E H, [or S,] ifund on!p- l/ 
(i) Rei.(xt=,,A,)#O [or Rei.(x>=,A,)<O], 
(ii ) f( iv, rr, A ) # 0 jar all y E R, J* # 0, r > 0. 
Proof: Let s,=max{Rei.<O:,~(i.,rr, A)=O), u,=min{Rei>,O:,f(i., 
ar, A) = 0) with .Y, = --X, U, = +,x1 if the corresponding set is empty. The 
numbers s,, U, are continuous in 2. Condition (i) implies sg ~0, u,>O. If 
A 4 H,, then there is an r. > 0 such that either s,,, = 0 or u,” = 0. This con- 
tradicts (ii). Thus, (i), (ii) imply A E H,. The converse is obvious. 
For the more difficult equations with distributed delays, Cooke and 
Ferreira [2] have obtained nontrivial results in the spirit of Theorem 2.3. 
TFWORFM 2.4. A E H if’and on!). if 
(H,) det X;. ,, A, #O, 
(H,) det[ivA,-I;_, A,si’“~~.s~~]#O.foruf~~EW,~#O,s,EC, 
Is,1 = I, j= 1, 2 ,..., M. 
Pm/: Suppose A E H. Then (H ,) is satisfied. If (H,) is not satisfied at 
(J’, .s). choose J # 0. II,, so that -- j-0, > 0 and sL = cxp(i0,) for all k. With 
rL = -(I,::\,, WC have /‘(in*, r, A ) = 0 which contradicts the fact that A E H. 
Conversely, suppose (H , ), (H,) are satisfied and A 4 H. Then there is an 
r>O, J:E% .i’#O. r”E(lZ’)M such that f(i)!, ar”. A) = 0. Since this con- 
tradicts (H,), we have proved the first part of the theorem. 
The condition Rc j~(~.,‘.=, A,) < 0 is equivalent to saying that Eq. (2.1 ) is 
asymptotically stable for r = 0. Thus, the last statement in the theorem is 
true. 
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To obtain other characterizations of H, S, we need the following lemma. 
We are grateful to John Mallet-Paret for assistance in the statements and 
proofs of the next two results. 
LEMMA 2.5. rf 
P( i., s ,,...,. r,)=det II-AO- $ A,s~l.~.s$~ 1 , (2.3) k=l 
then the hypothesis (H,) implies 
P(iy, sI ,..., sM) # 0 for ~EIW, 1.~~1 < 1, j= 1, 2 ,..., M. (2.4) 
Prooj Fix s,“, Is,01 = 1, j= I, 2,..., M, and consider the function 
Q(i., a)erP(l, as: ,..., as”,). 
Designate the zeros of this equation by x(j.). Then ~(1) is meromorphic, 
defined on some Reimann surface over the i--plane and lim,,, _ I 
Ix(;)] = rx. Consider the curve in the r-plane defined by a(iy), FE [w. 
Hypothesis (H,) implies that Ir(iy)l > I if y#O. Thus, Ir(iy)l > I for all J*. 
Thus, Q( ij, a) = P( iy, as: ,..., a$)#0 for Ial < I, y~[w and all .ry, ].spl = 1, 
j= 1, 2,..., M. This proves the lemma. 
By taking each S, = 0, j = I, 2 ,..., M, in Lemma 2.5, WC obtain 
COROLLARY 2.6. Hypothesis (H ?) implies Re i.( A,,) # 0. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Ij’A E H, then Re i(xr =..” A,)#O, Rel.(A,,)#O undrhc 
mutrices xc- 0 A, und A, haw the same number qf eigencalues wifh positioe 
and negatice reul parts. 
If A E S, rhrn Re ;.(A,,) < 0, Re j-(x,“ ,) A,) < 0. 
Proof: Let P(j., s) be defined by relation (2.3). Let Q(i., s) = P(i, s ,..., s). 
From Lemma 2.5 and relation (2.4) Q(iJ; s) # 0 for 0 <s < I, y E [w. 
Hypothesis (H, ) implies Q(i)*, I ) # 0 for all y E R. Thus, Q(., s) has no 
roots on the imaginary axis for any s E [0, 11. Since Q(i, 0) = dct [i./ - A,,], 
Q( i., 1) = det [il - x,“- 0 Ak]. it follows that Re ;.(A,) #O, Re n(xr_, 
A,) # 0. Since the zeros of Q(j., s) = 0 are continuous in s, the result follows 
immediately. 
The vcritication of hypothesis (Hz) is extremely difficult. For the case of 
an nth-order scalar equation and independent delays, this hypothesis can 
be written in a more convenient form. 
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Following Zivotovskii, consider the scalar equation 
y’(t) + f u/(, J”” “(I) + i i (I,k ,p ‘y-~Llk)=o (2.5) 
/ I k=I,-I 
where CJ)~ 30. u,~ E R for all j, k. We can now state the following 
generalization of the resuts in Zivotovskii [7]. 
THEOREM 2.8. 1x1 u = (LI,~,,~ = I. 2,.... n. k = 0. I...., N), 
p,,(i. u)=i”+ i u,,,i” ’ 
Pk(i, u)= c U,ki” ‘. /-I 
Then u E H iI’ and on!,~ if’ 
.\ 
c u,,, # 0 (2.6) , - (1 
Ipdij~, (111 > i Ipk(ir. alI .fi)r all ~9 # 0, y  E [w (2.7) 
k-l 
and then necessarily a,,, # 0. The cector a E S if‘ und only $ (2.6), (2.7) are 
.su tisfkd and 
Ke i. < 0 (1 po( i. a) = 0. (2.8) 
ProoJ Transform the equation to an equivalent system 
where .r = (r, J’ I J” . . . . . .\ ‘I). The characteristic function is given by 
.A 
.f(i, r, u) = p,,(i, a) + x pk(E., a) e ils’c. 
k I 
Hypothesis (H , ) is equivalent to .f(O, r, u) # 0 which is (2.6). Hypothesis 
.t=A,,x(f)+ c A,.r(t-o,) 
k-l 
(H J is equivalent to 
and this is equivalent to (2.7). The last statement follows from 
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Corollary 2.7 since the characteristic function for A0 is po(i., a). This proves 
the theorem. 
We also can generalize Zivotovskii’s result to the case where the delays 
are dependent, but it cannot be stated in such a simple fashion. The proof 
is the same as before. 
THEOREM 2.9. Consider again Eq. (2.5) wilh w, = ;I,. r, r E (R + )“, 7, = 
( ;a,, ,..., Y,,~), ;‘,k nonnegariw integers, ;‘, # 0. With pO(iv, a), pk(ir a) defined as 
in Theorem 2.8, the rector a E H tf and on/v [f relation (2.6) und 
po( iy. a) + C pk(iy. a) sic’ . . .syzf # 0 
h:I 
V ,I*EW, J~#O~ Is,1 = l.,j= 1, 2 ,..., M (2.9) 
are .sari$ed. The cector a E S [f and on/j. if relarions (2.6), (2.9), (2.8) are 
sabsfitjd. 
For the case of one delay in Eq. (2, I ) one can obtain an equivalent for- 
mulation of the cones H, S following an idea of Repin [S] via the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.10. !f‘ A,,. A,, are real n x n mart-ices, rhen rhe statement 
For ecer?’ p E R, it # 0. rhe solutions of the equation 
det 
;.A, + A, 
ipI 
0 (2.10) 
is equicalenr to the .sIatemenl 
(;oreoerl. \.E&!. Irl<l,det[i~!-A,,-rA,]#O. . . (2.11) 
Proof: If i # 0, p # 0, then the equation in (2.10) is equivalent to 
0 
I 
-i.@+(E.A,,+A,)‘- 
det 
- i/l 1 =o i.pl iA,, + A, 
which is equivalent to 
det[i.*p*I+(i.A,,+A,)‘]=O 
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which is equivalent to 
det[-$iy)+(iA,+A,)]=O 
for y E iw, .Y # 0. If \A[ < 1 when this is satisfied, then this is equivalent to 
saying that 
det[+A,-ctA,]=O, J’ER y#O 
implies 1~1 > 1. Thus, the solutions of this equation for all YE [w satisfy 
/cl/ 3 1. Thus, we obtain (2. IO) is equivalent to (2.11) and the lemma is 
proved. 
COROLLARY 2.11. For the n-dimensional system 
,<(t)=A,x(t)+A,x(t-r) 
A=(A,,A,)~H~fandonl~vif(2.10)and 
det(A, + A, ) # 0 (2.12) 
are satisfied. A E S if and only !f these conditions and Re ]“(A,,) < 0. 
Proqf: This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.10 and 2.5 and 
Theorem 2.4. 
3. FIRST-ORDER SCALAR EQUATIONS 
For first-order scalar equations, 
.k(t)=a,x(t)+ f akx( t - yk . r) (3.1) 
k=l 
where a, E R, j = 0, I,..., N, the characterization of the hyperbolic and 
asymptotically stable cones can be specified in terms of properties of the 
solutions of the difference equation 
a,y(t)+ c aky(t-yk’r)=o. 
k=l 
(3.2) 
It is the purpose of this section to obtain such a characterization. 
Let a = (a,, a, ,..., a,), 
N 
&!(e, a) = a, + 1 ak cos yk ’ 0 
k=l 
p(t?, a) = fj ak sin Yk d, OERY 
k=l 
(3.3) 
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The characteristic equation for the difference equation (3.2) is 
def N 
g(i, a, r) = a, + 1 ake-‘i‘i.r. 
k=l 
(3.4) 
The functions ~(0, a), P(0, u) are related to the function g(L, a, r) by the 
relation 
g( iy, a, r) = a( - yr, a) - $( yr, a). (3.5) 
The main result of thi? section is the following 
THEOREM 3.1. For the scalar equation (3.1) a E H if‘and only {j 
W3) CL, ak zo, 
(H4) ,for each 0~ R”, either ~(0, a) # 0 or simultaneously, ~(0, a) = 0, 
P(0, a) = 0. lf (H4) is satisfied, then a, # 0. 
The vector a E S if and only if (H3), (H4) and a0 < 0. 
Proqf. For n = 1, the condition (H,) in Theorem 2.4 is equivalent to 
(H3) and (H,) is the same as 
(46 01, Y- P(R a)) z 0 for all JEIX?, L.#O,BEIW~ 
which is equivalent to (H4). Corollary 2.7 implies a, # 0. The statement 
about S is also a consequence of Corollary 2.7. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 is the following result of 
Silkowskii [6]. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose the comp0nent.r of‘r are rational and d@e the 
,functions 
,N 
y(y) = a(, + 1 ak cos ‘Jk ’ rl 
k=l 
.v 
6(y) = 1 ak sin Yk’ry. 
k=l 
Then a E H, if’ and only if 
6) C,“=, ak#O, 
(ii) for each ~EIW, y#O, either y(y)#O or y(y)=O, 6(y)=O. 
(3.6) 
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Furthermore, a E S, if and only if (i), (ii) and a,, < 0. Finally, condition (ii) is 
equivalent to 
N 
ReE.<O if a, + 1 akemm”(” ’ = 0. (3.7) 
k=l 
Proof Since the components of r are rational, we may assume the 
equation has only one independent delay. The result is then a special case 
of Theorem 3.1. 
It is interesting to state Corollary 3.2 in terms of properties of zeros of 
polynomials. If the components of r are rational, we can write 
a,, + i Uk COS ?//;. rJ’= h(cos y) 
k=l 
,g, ak siny,‘ry=(sin .j) g(cos y) 
(3.8) 
where h, g are polynomials. 
COROLLARY 3.3. With h, g as in relation (3.8), the statement 
(i) h( 1) # 0 and, ,for every q E [0, 1 ),for which h(q) = 0, it ,follows that 
g(r) =o 
is equivalent to the .statement 
(ii) h(l)#O, a,#O, ReA<O ifaO+C~=, a,e-“““.‘=O. 
Proqf: This is a restatement of Corollary 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.4. For the scalar equation 
i(t)=a,x(t)+ C akx(t-rk) 
k=l 
wehavea~Hifandonly~ff~=Oak#O,~~=, laklblaOl. ThevectoraESif 
and onl,v if a E H and a, < 0. 
Proof. Theorem 3.1 implies a E H if and only if a0 # 0, Cr= o ak # 0 and 
(H4). Hypothesis (H4) is equivalent to either 
a(d,a)=ao+ 5 akcos8k#o 
k=l 
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or, simultaneously, 
The latter relation implies &?=, 10~1 6 lugI. Conversely, if Et=, iukl < ]u,,l, 
then ~((1, a) = 0 for some 6, implies x,‘- , Ia,1 = 1~~~1 and each component 0, 
of 0 is 0 or J-C. But this implies fl(O. a) = 0. The last assertion about S is also 
a consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
CQR~LLARY 3.5. For tht> sculur eymtion 
.t(l)=uO.Y(f)+u,s(/-r,)+u,s(t--r,)+u,.u(/-r, -rz) 
we huw a E H f and only [f 
(i) ~,,+a, +u,+N,#~, 
(ii) 1 +!I> F!.?+!!J, 
I I 
06 -Ifi< I 
(‘0 4 00 UC1 
,-Q2 4, o<cI’< 1 
uo / %I UC1 4) 
(iii) either a,,+~, =u2+u3 or ~,,--a, =a,--~~. 
The I;ector a E S if und onI?1 if u E H und a, < 0. 
Proof: Theorem 3. I implies that a E H if and only if u0 # 0, (i) and (H,,) 
is satisfied; that is, if h, = u,/u,,, and 
X(IJ,u)=u()[1+h,cosO,+h~cosH~+h~cos(U,+0~)] 
/l(H. u) = uo[h, sin 0, + h, sin 0? + h, sin (0, + O,)] 
then, if there is a 0 such that ~((1, u)=O, then l(U. a) =O. But these 8 are 
precisely the ones for which ~(0, a) + i/)(0, a) = 0; that is, 
1 + h, p”” = -p”‘?( jJ + /) (>‘“I ). 1 3 
To have a solution of this equation, one must have (I,, 0, take on the 
values 0 or x. Checking separately the cases 0, = 0, 8, = x, one observes 
that, for any h,, one has a solution of this equation if and only if either 
1 +h, =hz+h, (3.9) 
or 
I -h, =/?,-/I,. (3.10) 
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If WC choose a value of 1, = (h,, h,. h,) which does not satisfy either of these 
inequalities and. if (H,) is satisfied. then we must have r(t), (I) #O for all 
0 = ((I,. (I,) E [Fs’. The relation x(0. (I) # 0 for all 0 E K? is cquivalcnt to 
Re[ I + h, ~“‘1 ] + Re P”‘-‘[ h, + ~“‘1 1 # 0 
for all 0 E R’. This implies h , < I. If Ih,l 6 I. then it is easily observed that 
if O<h,<l, then I-h,>Jh,-h,(, 
if 06 -h, < I, then I +h, > h,+h,l. 
(3.1 I) 
Relations (3.9) (3.10), and (3.1 I ) are precisely the relations in (ii). Thus, 
( H4) implies (ii). The converse is a straightforward reversal of the 
argument. This proves the corollary. 
If there are three independent delays in the equation in Corollary 3.5, the 
condition (ii) would be replaced by 1~1~1 + Ia11 + Ia,/ < laOI which is a more 
restrictive condition on the coefficients than the one for only two indepen- 
dent delays. 
4. Sow EXAMPLES 
In this section, we give some examples illustrating the application of the 
results of Section 2 to equations of order 32. These examples will also 
show that the results in Section 3 do not generalize to systems; that is, one 
cannot reduce the discussion of the hyperbolic and stable cones to the dis- 
cussion of properties of difference equations. 
EXAMPLE 4. I. Consider the system 
.~(r)=B[x(t)-~ts(r-r)] (4.1) 
where B is a 2 x 2 matrix with Rc E.(B) < 0, /* is a scalar, 1~1 < 1. We want 
to determine conditions on B, p so that the matrices (B, -pB) E S, the 
asymptotically stable cone. By using the Jordan normal form for B, one 
sees that Theorem 2.4 asserts that (B, - pB) E S if and only if 
iv - j.( B)( I + /u>“‘) # 0 for all .r E R, J + 0, 0 E [w 
for every cigcnvalue i.(B) of B. If l(B) is real, this relation is always 
satisfied. However, if i.(B) is complex, this may not be true. In fact, 
1 + pp”’ = ( I + 2~ cos 8 + p’)” exp i<(j~, 0) 
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where 
tan ’ <(p, 0) = (p sin O)/( 1 t p cos H) 
and 0 < Ii@, 0)l 6 rr, c(p, 0) = 0. If [,,(p) = max,, li(p, 0)), then co(p) 2 n/2 if 
O</~<l,<,,(/O<n/2if-l<p<O.Wecannowassertthat(B, -@)ESif 
and only if 
;<argi.(B)+[,,(p)<n 
for all eigenvalues i.(B) of B. This clearly puts a restriction on the eigen- 
values of B and p with the restriction being more severe for .n > 0 than for 
/I <o. 
This example shows that the results in Section 3 cannot be generalized to 
systems. In fact, the zero solution of the difference equation 
By(r)-p&(r-r)=O 
is asymptotically stable for every p, 1~1 < 1, and (B, -@) may not belong 
to S for every B, p. 
EXAMPII 4.2. Consider the equation 
.r(f)+u,~~(f)+a,.~(t-r)+a,.Y(f)+a,x(f-r)=O (4.2) 
along with the characteristic equation 
i’+i(u,,+u,e “‘)+uz+uje “=O. 
If a= (a,, (I,, ul, Us), then Theorem 2.8 implies that UE H, the hyperbolic 
cone, if and only if 
u*+u,#O (4.3 1 
If’(t~)l > IQ(b)l for all J#O, ):EW 
P(A) = i.’ + a,;. + a2 (4.4) 
Q(l.)=u,i+u,. 
The condition (4.4) is equivalent to 
dcf 
f‘( y*) = (1’2 - a*)* + (ai - u;, y* - u: > 0. 
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for all .I’E R. or. cquivaiently, 1’(r) > 0 for r > 0. It is easy to show the 
quadratic function J(r) > 0 for r > 0 if and only if 
7 (10 (1;‘ - 2u* 3 0 implies (~1~1 > 1~~1 
(I,‘, - (1;’ - 2a, < 0 implies uf > u: + $(a: - u: - 2~~)‘. 
(4.5) 
Thus, UE H if and only if (4.3), (4.5) are satisfied. 
Theorem 2.8 also implies that UE S, the asymptotically stable cone, if 
and only if (4.3). (4.5) and Rei<O if i.‘+n,,i.+u,=O: that is. 
U(, > 0, (I* > 0. 
If Eq. (4.2) is transformed to a system of order two 
(4.6) 
then the zero solution of the difference equation 
A,,Jqr)+A,J(r-r)=O 
is asymptotically stable if 1~~1 < 1~~1 which does not imply anything about 
H. 
5. NIXTRAI. EQIJATIONS 
In this section, we generalize the results of Sections 2 and 3 to neutral 
differential difference equations 
f x(r)- i Bkx(t-;l,. r) 
1 
=A,.u(t)+ 2 A&t-y,.r) (5.1) 
k=l I=1 
where .Y E IV, each A,,, Al;, B,, k = 1, 2 ,.... N. is an tz x n constant matrix 
and the ;‘A. r are the same as before. The characteristic function for 
Eq. (5.1) is 
.Fv 
g(j., r, A, B) =det i, I- c B,c LYA ’ -A,, - i A,(> ‘yk ’ 
H > 1 
(5.2) 
h I A- I 
where A = (A,,, A ,,..., A,v), B= (B ,,..., B,,.). 
DEFINITIOK 5.1. System (5.1) is said to be heperholic uf (r, A, B) if there 
isa6>Osuchthat(Rei.:~(i.,r,A,B)=O}n[-6,6]=125.System(5.1)is 
said to be (zm@rm!,~) usympfoticall~ sruhk ur (r, A, B) if it is hyperbolic at 
(r,A,B)and (Rei.:g(i,r,A,B)=O}n[-6,~)=0. 
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DEFINITION 5.2. For a given r” E ([w + )“, the hyperbolic cone at r”, 
designated by H,“, is defined as 
H,,I = ( (A, B) E [w”“” + ” x lRnzN: Eq. (5.1 ) is hyperbolic at 
(r, A, R) for every r = d), r >, 0 ) 
The hyperbolic cone H is defined by 
H=n {H,:rE(lR+)“}. 
For a given r” E (R’ + )“, the asymptotically srable cone at r”, designated by 
S,U, is the set of (A, B) E H,u such that (r, A, B) is asymptotically stable for 
every r = d, r > 0. The usymproricallv stable cone S is defined by 
S=n fS,:rE(lR+).“). 
The set H, is not really a cone in (A, B) space. In fact, if (A, B) E H,, 
then (rA, B) E H, for every r >, 0, but (zA, rB) will generally not be. The 
reason for this is that, if r++w, (I--+ rt, then the new equation has coef- 
ticients (xA, B). In spite of this fact, we retain the term cone for H,, but it 
should be remembered that the property of being a cone holds only in the 
A variable. 
Our objective is to give a classification of the hyperbolic and 
asymptotically stable cones. This problem is much more difficult than the 
corresponding one for the retarded equation in Section 2 because the set of 
real parts of the zeros of the characteristic function 
of the difference equation 
I- i Bke--“‘” r 
1 
(5.3) 
h I 
.5 
J*(I)- c B,J.(!-;‘,.r)=O 
k-l 
(5.4) 
does not depend continuously on r. 
For the difference equation (5.4), we need the definitions analogous to 
Definitions 5.1 and 5.2 for Eq. (5.1). 
DEFINITION 5.3. System (5.4) is said to be hyperbolic at (r, B) if there is 
a 6 > 0 such that (Re i.: e(j., r, B) = 0) n [ -8, S] = (21. System (5.4) is said 
to be (uniformly) usymptoticall~ stable at (r, B) if it is hyperbolic and 
{Rei.:e(i,r, B)=O}n[-6, ;x)=@. 
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If Eq. (5.4) is hyperbolic (asymptotically stable) at (I’. B). then it is 
hyperbolic (asymptotically stable) at (w. B) for every r > 0. If we assume 
\ k-0 I 
then it is also hyperbolic at z = 0 because (Re i: c(i, 0, B) = 0) is empty. 
Thus, with (5.5). if Eq. (5.4) is hyperbolic at (P. B) it is hyperbolic for 
every (XI’, R). r 3 0. This means there is no reason to use the concept of 
hyperbolic cone at 1.‘) for Eq. (5.4). It becomes only necessary to discuss 
whether or not hyperbolic is or is not preserved under variations in I’. 
Throughout this section, WC assume (5.5) is always satisfied. 
DEFINITION 5.4. Equation (5.4) is said to be h~‘prrholic loyally al (r”, B) 
if there is a neighborhood D’(P) of r0 such that Eq. (5.4) is hyperbolic at 
(r, B) for every r E r/(r’). Equation (5.4) is said to be hyperbolic globully ut 
B if it is hyperbolic at (r. B) for every r E (R + ) M. The hyperbolic ser for 
Eq. (5.4) is the set {BE lRn-‘,V: Eq. (5.4) is hyperbolic at every (r, B), 
r E ([w + )” ). Similar delinitions are made for a.symptotically srahle locull~v at 
(r”, B), usvmptoticullv stable globally UI B, and the u.symptoticullSv stable set 
,/or Eq. (5.4). 
In Definition 5.4, no mention is made of the variation of the concept of 
hyperbolic with respect to variations in the coefficients B. The reason for 
this is that if Eq. (5.4) is hyperbolic at (r”, B”), then there is a 
neighborhood V( B”) such that Eq. (5.4) is hyperbolic at (rO, B) for every 
B E V( B”) (see Avellar and Hale [ I ] ). 
We need the following fundamental result from [I]. 
LEMMA 5.1. Fix B E !I?““. The ,following statements are equioulent: 
(i) There is an r”E (R + )” with rationally independent components 
such that Eq. (5.4) is hyperbolic ut (r’. B). 
(ii) There is an rOE (R * ) M such that Eq. (5.4) is hyperbolic locul1.v ut 
(r”, B). 
(iii) Equation (5.4) is hyperbolic glohully at B. 
(iv) 1 #I(r, B) =d”{Ip(0)):det [~I-~~Y, Bke’7x”‘]=0, 0~ R”}. 
(VI If 
I’(r. B)= {p: 3 8 lc,ith E(p, 0, r, B)=O), then 04 f(r, B). 
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The sume result holds with hyperbolic replaced by a.vymptoricully stable 
und (iv ), (v ) replaced hy 
(iv) I(r, B)C [O, 11, 
(v) f(r. B)n[O, x:)=0. 
With K(i., r. A. B) as in relation (5.2) deline 
N (r, A, B)=sup{Rei.<O: g(i, r, A, B)=Oj 
u+(r. A,B)=inf{RcL>O:~(i.,r. A, B)=O’, 
(5.6) 
and define a (r, A. B) = -z, u + (r, A, B) = +x if the corresponding set 
is empty. 
We need the following reult which is stated without proof. The proof 
uses some special properties of characteristic functions which we have not 
used before. The reader can supply the detais following ideas from [4, 
Chap. 123. 
LEMMA 5.2. If Eq. (5.1 ) is h.vperholic (asymptotically sruhle) al (r, A, B), 
then the d$ferencc equation (5.4) is i~yperholic (a.ymptotical!,* strrhle) at 
(r. B). !f Eq. (5.4) is hyperbolic al (r, A, B), then u (w, A, B), a ’ (rr. A, B) 
ure continuous in r ,for r > 0. 
One can now generalize the results of Section 2 to the neutral equation 
(5.1) (see also Datko [3]). 
THEOREM 5.3. (A, B) E H, (or S,) ({and onl! if 
(i) Re n[(l-x:. , B,) ’ z.,*. o Ak] #O (or CO), 
(ii) ~(i~~,rr,A,B)#Of~rall~~[W,y#O,r~O. 
Proof The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.1, making use 
of Lemma 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.4. !f 
P( i. .s , T.... .s+f, A, B) 
,\ 
=det /I- I- x BkS;“~....s~m 
[ ( 
A,, + i Ak?;i;kl . . Qf (5.7) 
k I > I k I 11 
then (A, B) E H [f‘ und on!,. ij 
(H ,) Eq. (5.4) is hyperbolic glohall,v at B, 
(Hz) P(0, l,.... 1, A, B)#O, 
(H,) P(i.r,s, ,...,. Y,+,, A, B)#O. 
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/iv u/I I’ E 5% j’ # 0. ‘3, = I. j = I, 2 . . . . . M. Thr puir (A. B) E S if’ unrl only, i/ 
(H,), (H,)mldRei.[(l-~~., B,) ‘1; ,,Ah]<O. 
Proc$ Suppose (A. B) E H. Then Lemma 5.2 implies (H ,). Lemma 5.1. 
part (iv), implies there are constants ii > 0, tl> 0 such that Idet(l- &-, 
B,.sjil .. . .s,;,“)l 3 ci for i Is,] -1 I < PI, j = I. 2 . . . . . M. Therefore. P in relation 
(5.7) is well defined for I :.s,I -I I < ‘1. Theorem 5.3 implies (H,). If (H,) is 
not satisfied for some (.I*, .s ,..... s,, 1. .I’ # 0, I.sA = I. choose (Ix E W so that 
.vA = exp(i(1, ), - rOn > 0, k = I. 2 . . . . . M. If r1 = -O,:‘.r, then g( ir. r. .4. B) = 0, 
which contradicts the fact that (A, B)E H. Thus, (A. B) E H implies 
(H, )-lb). 
Conversely, suppose (H, )-( H,) and (A. B) $ H. Then there is an ,r > 0, 
J’E W, J’ # 0. r”~ (R ’ )” such that g( il., xr.“, A, B) = 0. This contradicts (H,) 
and proves the ftrst part of the theorem. 
The condition Re E.[( I - Et- , B, ) ’ x.,*- ,, A, ] < 0 is equivalent to say- 
ing that Eq. (5.1) is asymptotically stable at r = 0. Thus, the last statement 
in the theorem is true. 
Our next objective is to obtain an alternative characterization of H, S in 
terms of Re i.(A,,) as in Section 2. 
LEMMA 5.5. I/’ Eq. (5.4) i.s hyperbolic globally ut B, then, for any 
.o .s, ,.... s’:, , 1.f = I ( j = I, 2 ,..., M, I I~porhcsis ( H 7 ) implks either 
P (iv. x.+;,..., r.+:, ) # 0 for j.6 R. 1x1 < I 
or 
P( iv, xsy ,..., xs’:, ) # 0 for JEW, Irl>l. 
I(f‘ Eq. (5.4) is us~mptoticd!,~ .sruhle globall?< ut B. only, the ,firsr ulternutice 
holds. 
ProoJl From the hypothcscs on Eq. (5.4), there is a 6, > 0 such that for 
any 0<6<(i,, there is an q>O such that 
for I --d6 ,.s,I 6 I +S. j= I. 2 ,..., M. Fix sy, Is:‘1 = 1, j= I, 2 ,..., M. and 
define Q( i. x) = P( i., xs:) ,.... XS’:,) for x E C, i. E C. Designate the zeros of this 
function by r(i.). Then r(i.) is meromorphic, defined on some Reimann sur- 
face over the i.-plane. As Ii.1 + x, one must have 
det I- i B,[r(i).~‘,‘];‘~~... [x(j.).s’L];“‘f +O. 
i x I > 
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Thus, for large Ii.), 
Consider the curve in the r-plane defined by r(i~), J’E R. For J’ very large 
and positive. suppose r(i)*) E jp E @: Ip) > 1 + ci, ). Then hypothesis (H,) 
implies that Ir(i.v)l > 1 if .r # 0. Thus, Ir(iy) 3 I for all ,r. Consequently, 
Q( iL-, 2 ) = P( i,‘, xs:‘,..., cx+;, ) # 0 for 1x1 < I, J’E w. If X(iV)E ([‘EC: 
IpI < I -is, ) for large positive J’, then hypothesis (H,) implies )r(ir)l < 1 for 
all J # 0. Thus, )r(i~)\ 6 I for ail J and Q(i>., ct.?) #O for all 1x1 > 1. This 
proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY 5.6. !j’(A, B)E H, rhcw 
Rei[(l-$, Bk) ‘FoA,]#O. 
[~(A,B)ES, then Rei.(A,,)<O, Rei[(/-xf=, Bk) ‘C,“=,A,]<O. 
Proc$ Let Q(,?, s)= P(;., s ,..., s). For real s, Lemma 5.5 implies either 
Q(i.v, s) #O for O<.F< I, JE[W 
or 
Q( id:. s) # 0 for I <s, .rE R. 
Hypothesis (H,) implies Q(i?; 1) #O for all J’E W. Thus, Q( ., .s) has no 
noots on the imaginary axis either for 06 s6 1 or for I 6s. Since 
it follows that Re ;.[(I-x:- , BI) ’ I:-,, An] #O. This proves the tirst 
part of the corollary. 
The last part follows from the last statement in Lemma 5.5 and the proof 
of Corollary 2.7. 
Remark 5.7. One can have Eq. (5.4) asymptotically stable globally at B 
and have (A, B) E H, (A, B) 4 S. In fact, consider the equation 
&Y(f)-c.x(r-r)J=ux(f) (5.8) 
with c real, 0 < c < I, u > 0. The characteristic function is 
j.( 1 - cy jr) -U 
4OY.:lO5:2-I7 
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which is # 0 for /I = i,; ?: E W. Also. there is a real i. > 0 such that i.( I - c 
exp - i-r) = u. 
Let us now consider in more detail the scalar nth-order neutral equation 
,p’( I) - i: h, y”“( t - (1,,) - i a,, y”’ “(0 
h-l ,-- I 
‘)(I - w,) = 0 (5.9) 
where (:I~ 20, h, E R, N,,: E R for all j, k. Let h = (h ,,..., h,.). a = (u,~, 
,j = I,..., n, k = 0, I,.... iv), CJ = (w, . . . . . (IJ+). If we write this equation as a 
system of lirst-order equations. 
d 
L 
, 
z 
.u(t ) ‘--. 1 B, s( t - (Oh ) =A,,.u(r)+ t Ak.r(t-o,:) 
h-I h I 
for .Y= (J: !“‘I ,... ( J”’ ‘I), we have 
B,=(hj,?), h;:,‘=h,,hj;‘=O for (i, .i) # (4 n) 
- 0 1 ()...o 
0 0 1 . ..o 
A()= [ - .----. --- 
0 0 o... I 
a”0 un 0, ?.O . . a IO 1.0 
0 0 .o 
0 o...o A,= / ------_.- 1 = , k 1, 2 ,..., :V. 
0 o...o 
unk un l.k ."U,1; 
The characteristic function is 
p,,(i.. a) = dct[i - A,,] = i” - i upi” ’ (5.10) 
I I 
p,(i.u, h)=h,i”+ f u,hj.” ‘. 
1-I 
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The corresponding difference equation is 
y(t)- f h,y(t-o,)=O 
&=I 
(5.11) 
with characteristic function 
e( 2, co, b) = I - C h,e - ifuk. 
&II 
(5.12) 
One can now prove the following generalization 
Zivotovskii [ 71. 
of the result of 
THEOREM 5.8. For Eq. (5.9), (a, h) E H if and only ij 
Eq. (5.1 1 ) is hyperbolic 
v 
1 ak#o 
k 0 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
Ipo(ir!, a)1 > C Ip,(iy, 4 h)! ,for all y E R, y # 0. (5.15) 
h-l 
The tiector (a. b) E S [f and on!): if (5.14), (5.15 ), and 
.v 
c &,I < I, Re i. < 0 if‘ po(i, a) = 0. 
h-l 
P~Yx$ From Theorem 5.4, condition (5.14) is equivalent 
(H,). Hypothesis (H,) is equivalent to 
k- I 
for all J E I& J # 0, Isk.I = I, k = 1, 2 ,..., N. But this clearly is 
(5.15). Thus, the first part of the theorem is true. 
(5.16) 
to hypothesis 
equivalent to 
If (a, h) E S, then Lemma 5.2 implies Eq. (5.1! ) is asymptotically stable 
at h. Part (v) of Lemma 5.1 implies this is equivalent to xc=, Ih,l < 1. 
Corollary 5.6 implies Rc i < 0 if po(i, a) = 0. This proves the theorem. 
We can generalize Theorem 5.8 to the case where the delays are depen- 
dent, but the result cannot be stated in such a simple fashion. The proof is 
the same as beforc. 
THEOREM 5.9. Consider again Eq. (5.9) ltith ok = ;‘/, . r, r E (R + )“, 
;‘& # 0, ;‘k = (?/,I ,...> ;‘k,,,), jlk, / > 0 integer. With po(i., u), pk(j., (I, h) d&ed us 
in (5.10), the rjector (a, h)~ H ifand only f(5.13), (5.14) in Theorem 5.8 ure 
satisfied and 
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6. SCALAR NHJTRAI. EQUATIONS 
For first-order scalar equations 
where u,,. ok, h, E W, k = 1, 2 . . . . . N, the characterization of the hyperbolic 
and asymptotically stable cones can be specified in terms of the properties 
of the solutions of the difference equations 
x(r)- ;, h,jj/-;*,.r)=o (6.2) 
!. I 
(6.3) 
It is the purpose of this section to obtain such a characterization which 
generalizes the results of Section 3. 
As in Section 3. let h = (h, . . . . . h, 1. u = ((I(,, (I, . . . . . u, ), 
r( 0, u) = u,, + c Iih cos ;‘A u 
h I 
/j( II, u) = ;, 
(6.4) 
uh sin ;‘r . 0. 
!, :: , 
Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, one uses Theorem 5.9 to obtain 
the following result. 
THEOREM 6. I. For Eq. (6.1 ), (u, h) E H ij and OIIIJ if 
(6.5 1 
(6.6) 
cGthcr r( 0, (I) Z 0 or cz( 8, a) = 0, fl( 0, a) = 0 (6.7) 
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and then ncwssarily a, # 0. The wclor (a, h ) E S f and onl, [/ 
(6.8) 
and (6.6). (6.7) ure satisfied. 
For the equation 
d A’ :A z x(t)- C hk.v(t-rk) =a,,x(f)+ 1 ak.x(f-rk) 1 (6.9) k=l k=I 
the above theorem has a very simple interpretation for the case of stability 
globally in the delays. In fact, Eq. (6.9) is stable globally in the delays if 
and only if 
i a,<0 
k = 0 
(6.10) 
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